Modeling epithelial cell homeostasis: assessing recovery and control mechanisms.
Critical to epithelial cell viability is prompt and direct recovery, following a perturbation of cellular conditions. Although a number of transporters are known to be activated by changes in cell volume, cell pH, or cell membrane potential, their importance to cellular homeostasis has been difficult to establish. Moreover, the coordination among such regulated transporters to enhance recovery has received no attention in mathematical models of cellular function. In this paper, a previously developed model of proximal tubule (Weinstein, 1992, Am. J. Physiol. 263, F784-F798), has been approximated by its linearization about a reference condition. This yields a system of differential equations and auxiliary linear equations, which estimate cell volume and composition and transcellular fluxes in response to changes in bath conditions or membrane transport coefficients. Using the singular value decomposition, this system is reduced to a linear dynamical system, which is stable and reproduces the full model behavior in a useful neighborhood of the reference. Cost functions on trajectories formulated in the model variables (e.g., time for cell volume recovery) are translated into cost functions for the dynamical system. When the model is extended by the inclusion of linear dependence of membrane transport coefficients on model variables, the impact of each such controller on the recovery cost can be estimated with the solution of a Lyapunov matrix equation. Alternatively, solution of an algebraic Riccati equation provides the ensemble of controllers that constitute optimal state feedback for the dynamical system. When translated back into the physiological variables, the optimal controller contains some expected components, as well as unanticipated controllers of uncertain significance. This approach provides a means of relating cellular homeostasis to optimization of a dynamical system.